TARGET POSITION MONITOR FOR INTERNAL TARGET STATION AT THE NUCLOTRON

INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the LNS (Light Nuclei Structure) project is the broadening of the energy and angular ranges in the measurement of different observables in the processes including three-nucleon systems [1, 2] . In moderate energy range Faddeev's technique is still correct, and comparison of the experimental results and the theory can be done with high precision.
The main aim of this experimental program is the obtaining of the information on the spin-dependent part of three-nucleon forces from two processes: dp-elastic scattering and dp-breakup reaction with the detection of two nucleons at the energies 300Ä500 MeV [1, 2] .
On the other hand, the spin physics program proposed at VBLHE and RIBF (Japan) requires efˇcient polarimetry of the deuteron beam at high energies. Therefore, a new highenergy deuteron beam polarimeter based on the measurements of the asymmetry in dp-elastic scattering has been proposed at the Internal Target Station (ITS) at the Nuclotron [3] . This polarimeter should work in the energy range of 300Ä2000 MeV.
The ITS setup is well suited for the study of energy dependence of polarization observables for the dp-elastic scattering. At cyclotron facilities, measurement of energy dependence is very expensive because the change of beam energy in accelerator takes much time (typically more than one day). The Nuclotron can accelerate a polarized deuteron beam from several tens of MeV to higher than 1 GeV and can provide a good opportunity to measure the energy dependence.
The detection of dp-elastic scattering at ITS is realized by the coincidence of the signals from scintillation counters with theˇnite size. Therefore, it is necessary to know the interaction point for good resolution on the angle. On the other hand, the knowledge of interaction point position is necessary to avoid the errors in the polarization observables caused by the false asymmetry. To satisfy these requirements, the internal target position monitor at the Nuclotron has been developed.
INTERNAL TARGET POSITION MONITOR
The experiments on the dp-elastic scattering investigation are realized using a new version of the internal target station of the Nuclotron [4] . The target is the disk with the slits which are located on the axle of stepper motor. The active material of the targets (CH 2 , C, Al, Cu, etc.) is put in disk slits. There is a target position sensor at the bottom of the target disk. The whole construction is disposed in the vacuum sphere. This sphere isˇxed on the anges The principle of the functionality of the internal target station is schematically outlined in Fig. 2 and described in detail in [5, 6] . From the point of view of the experiment one needs to know, as precisely as possible, the position of the target during its motion across the ion tube. For this reason the target station control equipment was supplemented with a target position monitor. It consists of the registration of the input pulses of the stepper motor. The stepper motor moves the target along the desired trajectory during each accelerator cycle. In the beginning the target is set to its initial position, which is indicated by aperture and the position sensor working in infrared region. To turn the stepper motor by 360 degrees one needs 12800 pulses, which for the radius of target trajectory through the center of the ion tube, R = 112 mm, corresponds to the precision of 0.05 mm/pulse. The synchronization of the target position registration is realized by the external detectors according to the needs of a particular experiment.
DETECTION SYSTEM
The schematic view of the detection equipment for the experiments on dp-elastic scattering is shown in Fig. 3 [7] . Four pairs of proton (P) and deuteron (D) detectors are placed in the horizontal and vertical planes symmetrically in the directions of the azimuthal angles on the left, right, up, and down. The symmetry axis of the detection system is deˇned by the axis of the accelerator ion tube. Each P and D detector consists of two scintillation counters. The plastic scintillators with thicknesses of 5 and 20 mm are coupled to FEU-85 photomultiplier tubes (PMT). The high voltage for PMTs is provided by distributed multichannel high-voltage system [8] . Each PMT is coupled to the high-voltage cell connected by the at cable with the system module SM-512 controlled by the computer. The coincidences of the signals from two counters with the thin (5 mm) and thick (20 mm) plastic scintillators allow one to completely eliminate accidental events. The trigger signal is therefore the sum of four-fold coincidences. The dp-elastic scattering events are clearly distinguished by their energy losses in the thick plastic scintillators and the differences between their time of ight from the target.
The relative intensity monitoring is realized by the detection of the charged particles in the vertical plane with the aid of six scintillation counters M 1−6 .
The information about the energy losses in the plastic scintillators, time-of-ight information, number of pulses from the stepper motor, time of the trigger appearance is stored for each event. The monitor counts as well as signal about the type of the spin mode of ion source were stored for each beam spill [9] .
Only the information from the detectors located in the horizontal plane was used for the study of the target position monitor performance. The signals from D detectors placed on the left and right were used as the trigger.
TARGET POSITION MONITOR PERFORMANCE
The studies of the target position monitor performance have been performed using polarized deuteron beam with energy 270 MeV.
The distribution of the interaction point in millimeters for the left (L) and for the right (R) scattered events for the typical trajectory of the internal target is shown in Fig. 4 . Theˇgure corresponds to the case when the target moves in the direction from the accelerator ring center. One can see that the size of the interaction zone is ± 1 mm. The size of this zone depends not only on the beam size in the accelerator ring, but also on the trajectory of the target. The distribution of the time of the event storage from the beginning of the acceleration in milliseconds is shown in Fig. 5 . The interactions appear between 1000 and 2000 ms from the beginning of the acceleration. Therefore, the current trajectory of the target allows us to use the full intensity of the beam within ∼ 1 s.
The correlation of the time and target position is shown in Fig. 6 . The observed clean correlation between the target position and time of the event storage demonstrates the proper work of the target. At the beginning of the cycle the target position has more negative values, then it changes to less negative values as it is expected for the case of target moving in the direction from the accelerator ring center.
The position of the beam with the given energy inside the ion tube can be changed in the horizontal plane by changing the accelerator radiofrequency. The dependence of the interaction point position for the target moving in the direction from the accelerator ring center on the radiofrequency is shown in Fig. 7 . One can see the changing of the interaction point position towards the center of the ion-tube center as the accelerator radiofrequency increases. The line in Fig. 7 is the linear approximation. Figure 8 demonstrates the dependence of the L/R monitors ratio on the accelerator radiofrequency. The target position in the center of the accelerator ion-tube center corresponds to the value of this ratio equal to 1. The L/R monitors ratio decreases as the radiofrequency increases. The dependence of the L/R monitors ratio on the position of the target is shown in Fig. 9 . The L/R monitors ratio is approximately 4 at the target averaged position of ∼ −16 mm. The L/R ratio decreases, when the interaction point is more close to the center of the accelerator ion tube.
The observed peculiarities in the behavior of the target position and the L/R monitors ratio conˇrm the correct functioning of the internal target position monitor.
CONCLUSIONS
The results of this work can be summarized as follows.
• The internal target position monitor at the Nuclotron based on the use of the pulses from the stepper motor has been developed and tested.
• The use of the target position monitor is very powerful to select the required trajectory of the internal target [5, 6] .
• The precision of the interaction point that can be reached is ±1 mm for the case of the full luminosity use.
• The interaction point can be determined for each event, which gives the opportunity to make the necessary corrections during data analysis. This is especially important for the polarization measurements to avoid the effects of the instrumental false asymmetry.
